Absentee Shawnee Tribe (AST) Purchasing of Excess Government Equipment

The AST utilizes the Government Services Administration (GSA) excess equipment to leverage their resources to expand services. Through the implementation of the Tribal Children and Youth Camp grant, the AST has acquired over $573,470 (Depreciated Value) worth of equipment at no cost. This has created a cost savings to the grant. Some of the equipment that the AST has been able to acquire includes:

- Heavy Equipment – Dozers, Caterpillar Loader and Bobcat Excavator
- Commercial Cooking Kettles
- Commercial Refrigerator
- Commercial Stainless Steel Sinks, Preparation Tables and Wash Sink
- Commercial Ovens
- Field Hand Wash Station
- Commercial Baking/Proof Ovens
- Cafeteria Style rolling tables and chairs
- Cafeteria Food Trays